The skilful robot that will draw your portrait

This is our most talented robot yet! Just take a seat and, a few brush strokes later, you will have your own robot-made portrait. In partnership with Kuka, the leading European robot manufacturer, our team has developed this creative robot that will not make the slightest slip.

Like a true artist, the Sketch Arm will sign its every portrait, but it will do so using the logo or the name of your choice.

Contact us at hello@evotion.com for more information.
The essentials

**What size is it?**
The Kuka iiwa robotic arm is about 110cm long and weighs 24kg.

**Are there any special requirements?**
The Sketch Arm comes with its own custom-made stand. Given that it will be surrounded by numerous guests when it is at work, the robot needs quite a bit of space around it, so that attendees can come close and watch it in action.

**Does it work continuously for 8 hours?**
The Sketch Arm is mains powered, so it can work around the clock. No maintenance breaks are necessary. All it needs is a regular 230V electric outlet nearby.

**How can it be customised?**
You can pick the type of portrait that the Sketch Arm will draw by choosing the level of detail, a particular technique of sketching, and you can have it sign the portraits with your name or logo - ask our project managers for more information about that.

**Who provides the drawing kit?**
We provide everything necessary for taking your attendees’ portraits, i.e. the stool, easel, A3 sheets, pens and so on.

**Are there any specific logistical requirements?**
We need to be able to deliver the robot to the venue, and so a parking space is required. For events that last several days, we also need a secure storage space where the Sketch Arm can be locked overnight. Small snacks and drinks for our operators would be appreciated.